Video 283: Q&A Session #88
by Wes Penre, December 4, 2021
The video to this transcript can be found on my video channel: https://wespenrevideos.com
___________________________________________________________________________________

This is Wes Penre. Welcome to another Q&A. Again, I’ve been traveling this week, so I’ll post this
Q&A this weekend, so I have more time to prepare for the next Singularity video. Please send
more questions at wespenre2@gmail.com, and put Q&A in the subject line. Now to the
questions:
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QUESTION 1: I read in old texts that you cannot leave the Matrix on a low vibration. Is this also
the case with exiting the Grid? If I die in a low vibrational state, can I still exit?
ANSWER: We could ask ourselves, what is high vibration, and when do we know we are vibrating
high enough to be able to leave the Kenoma/Matrix? Of course, we don’t have a technical
equipment where we can monitor this, so we need to go by other measures. Here is my own take
on it: a soul is able or ready to leave when they vibrate higher than the average mass
consciousness, i.e., the human soul group, from which the Grid is kept in place through mass
agreements and technology. How do you know where you are in all this? Well, how willing are
you to leave? If you are completely determined, what about your attachments to this Kenoma
realm? Do you feel you want to come back here because there are people, pets, or things you
would miss a lot, experiences you want to encounter again, and does any of these things make
you doubtful whether to leave? How much fear of the unknown have you overcome? If you ask
yourself these questions and you find there is one or two you need to work on, you definitely
need to do that. If you can check off all the boxes, I would suggest you’re ready. But what I suggest
is irrelevant, in a sense, because only you know when you’re ready. You will feel it.

QUESTION 2: Can you please elaborate on the 9th heaven? Also, please include if it's mentioned
in the WPP, and what does this heavens frequency entail?
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ANSWER: I want to start with a quote from the Gnostic text, “The Secret Book of John (long
version)”:
“She [Sophia] was taken up not to her own eternal realm, but to a position above her son. She
was to remain in the ninth heaven until she restored what was lacking in herself.”
The way I read this (and I suggest you read the entire gospel in context) is that Sophia was
elevated from the 8th Heaven, which is Orion, where she resided without her consort, to the
Heaven between our Greater Universe (Orion) and the Pleroma, and that Heaven between would
be the 9th. If you look at the diagram on the screen or in the transcript, you will see where the 9th
Heaven would be located. In the Gnostic texts, when the Consummation of the Age will happen,
the human soul will have different option, depending on their level of awareness and
consciousness. Two options are to either go to Orion and become a creator god (as conveyed in
the Wes Penre Papers [WPP]), or in some instances go to the 9th Heaven, and from there,
continue to the Pleroma, the Spiritual Universe, where the Aeons reside.
In a previous video, I discussed the egg-shaped Universe we live in, also loosely called Orion.
Within this cosmic egg, our entire universe is located. Again, in the Wes Penre Papers, The Second
Level of Learning, I mentioned that the Queen/Sophia created many universes, and they come in
clusters of twelve. I compared it to a pond with waterlilies. Instead, you can think of it as cosmic
eggs within cosmic water—metaphorically floating around in a womb. So, our Greater Universe
is just one egg, i.e., one Experiment among innumerous cosmic eggs, all with their own
Experiments pending. Between the cosmic eggs/universes is the VOID or the KHAA, aka the 9 th
Heaven, according to the Gnostic texts and other ancient texts, such as the Vedas. So, in the WPP,
the 9th Heaven is equivalent to the VOID/KHAA.
Also, keep in mind that the VOID/KHAA is everywhere within creation, as well. It’s running
through us every single nano-second, even though we are living inside one of those cosmic eggs.
I hope this helps.
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QUESTION 3: Do we really need to find a hole in the Grid to escape after death, when we can just
think ourselves being outside of the Grid? Would that work or are we still inside the Grid?
ANSWER: I am holding on to what I have suggested for years now; focus on the Grid, a hole
therein, and go out. Is it possible to do it any other way, such as you suggest? Perhaps, but the
reason I keep to the hole in the Grid is because that’s what I’ve learned should be working. Other
methods are unknown to me. And everybody needs to keep in mind that whatever I write, or
post, are my own conclusions, and people must take it to heart, discard it, or take whatever
resonates or fit in with their own mindset and conclusions. The hole in the Grid is what I
personally will go for. If someone else comes to another conclusion that seems more feasible,
they might want to go for it.

QUESTION 4: First, a quote from you. "...En.ki also dressed us in soul overlays (synthetic lightbodies) and sent down empty vessels to terrorize the original Namlu’u soul group, making it even
more difficult to graduate. None of this existed on Tiamaat. Of course, we could feel fear and
terror then, as well, but only when appropriate and as a defense mechanism, so we could act
accordingly against threats…” What threats on Tiamaat are you talking about?
ANSWER: Tiamat is a wide concept. I referred to Tiamat as an exploding planet between Mars
and Jupiter. Whether it is literally so, or not, is up for debate, or if Tiamat can be seen as Gaia
(see recent videos on the cosmic egg concept). With that said, it is my understanding that the
human experience, or Experiment, started out peacefully, told metaphorically as “when the
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lion/wolf slept with the lamb.” This changed over time when Archons and others started
interacting and interfering with the Experiment, and this created a harsher environment.
Eventually, our Construct was created, and some Namlu’us, i.e., the human soul group living on
Earth, became stuck under a Dome, created by “lofty” interference (see Genesis 1 in the Bible,
for example when it comes to the Dome.)

QUESTION 5: Regarding the YT channel godgevlamntse (see transcript for link): He is a Belgian
man who has reached many of the same conclusions as you have. The firmament, bigger earth
(Gaia), two floods, both flat earth (Kenoma) and round earth (Gaia) etc.
I wanted to give a quick summary of what I noticed being perceived differences between your
work and his channel then ask of your opinion, please.
The Belgian's contention is that flat earth and our continents exist in a settled body of water
which rests in a crater (probably a result of the war of the Titans) that is surrounded by the
firmament as part of the larger living library or original experiment as you stated in the WPP.
The theory is that our moon, stars, solar system, and constellations are in fact reflections of a
plasma shield that surrounds Gaia with different crater locations on the ruined Tiamaat,
representing the actual planets or seven heavens.
This reflection hypothesis would call into question whether such star systems as Orion and Sirius
exist in Sophia's universe as we might think they do. Or if the Alien Invader Force (AIF) is camped
out on other parts of the bigger earth trying to invade Gaia. You said a while back the real universe
could be modeled on En.ki’s imitation or look completely different. Reminds me of an old song
lyric, "People in the mirror, it just doesn't get any clearer."
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ANSWER: Although I have not studied the information on this YouTube channel, I have heard of
the crater theory before, but I have not dug into it, at least not yet. What you call “The reflection
hypothesis,” however, does make sense, but in general, I need to continue looking into all these
things before I want to discuss them. Thank you for the tip.

QUESTION 6: It looks like combating the "plandemic" is causing lots of deaths, and that the rulers
want to eliminate humanity. For those who know their home is not this construct, why would
they fear so called death? According to the WPP, some of the Namlu'us also fought for their
survival to continue with the experiment and to evolve. Where did they end? Did they ever
graduate? No. Is humanity not going to follow the same steps as the Namlu'us?
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ANSWER: Rather than eliminating humankind, I think those who succumb to the Agenda and
actually die are those whose bodies cannot handle the nanotechnology that is pumped into us
through vaccines and, in addition, some succumb to the bioweapon, aka COVID-19. This could be
because of a compromised immune system, genetic setup, underlying illnesses, or any other
number of reasons. The Elite and their lofty masters need us for the Singularity and beyond, but
they might not need 7 billion people. It remains to be seen whether they will drastically reduce
the world population, or not.
You are correct. There is no reason to fear death, and we who know that there is an afterlife and
what to do next should not fear. However, the fear of death is perhaps the most powerful implant
in the human psyche, and even those who know about life beyond 3D still might have some fear
of dying. Also, it’s a matter of how we die; many people are afraid of the pain that could be
connected to it.
The rest of the population, who happily dives into the advanced technology, leading to the
Singularity, will welcome “eternal life,” probably. Now they don’t need to be afraid of death
anymore, and everything else that is promised by the Elite spokespersons seem very exciting on
the surface. People will easily be hooked on this, and that does not lead to graduation.
In the Bible, it’s called the Resurrection, and in the Gnostic texts, it’s called the Consummation of
the Age, when the Kenoma/Matrix will be consumed, and souls will need to choose where to go.
They will go according to their ignorance versus enlightenment. As it was conveyed in the WPP,
some will go with the Archons and their Minions (umbrella term: the AIF) toward their own
demise, while others will go back whence they came; where they were created. This is not a
graduation, obviously.
No one knows when the Consummation of the Age will happen, and what will come first; the
Consummation or the Singularity.
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Please consider signing up on Patreon. Without your support, it’s literally impossible to continue
with these videos and articles. Patreon supporters are what makes this possible. So, if you like
what you see and hear, please consider going to patreon.com/wespenre and sign up.
Here is a list of patrons who have agreed to being mentioned on my screen list—Tier 2 to Tier 4.
Thank you for your dedicated contribution (see video).
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